Introduction & Agenda Overview
10 minutes

- We’ll begin with an overview of our sprint goal, sub goals, the methods we’ve employed, and the results.
- We’ll then share our outputs and method results with our expert for today.
- We’re looking to translate these results into actionable insights.
- Finally, we’ll use these insights to feed our next sprint’s Design Criteria and Research Questions, or pivot some of the directions we have planned for the rest of this sprint.

Overview of Sprint Goal and Sub Goals, etc. 15 minutes

Here’s a brief run-through of our sprint...

Team presents the sprint goal, sub goals, prototypes and research questions.

Sharing Method Outputs with Expert 20 minutes

Based on our methods, here are the results we’ve obtained...

Team provides a detailed display of method outputs.

TYPICAL SCRIPT FOR A TRANSLATE SESSION IN SCREAM

Execution and Illustration of Methods
20 minutes

Let’s delve deeper into how we executed these methods and what we’ve found...

Team describes and illustrates method execution and its results.

Expert Feedback Session
45 minutes

I appreciate your thorough presentation. Here are my thoughts...

Expert provides unbiased feedback, critiques, and suggestions on the team’s work.

Transformation Owner & Expert Translation 30 minutes

Let’s work together in translating these results into tangible insights. [Expert’s name], your expertise will be invaluable here.

Coach and Expert collaboratively guide the team in interpreting results.

Insight-driven Definition for Next Sprint 25 minutes

With these insights in hand, let’s collaboratively define our new Design Criteria and Research Questions.

Team collaboratively refines and defines criteria and questions for the upcoming sprint.

Wrap-up and Reflection 5 minutes

We’ve made significant strides today, thanks to everyone’s involvement, especially our expert’s fresh perspective. Let’s carry these insights forward to make our next sprint even more impactful. Team, remember to share our findings on the blog for transparency and community engagement.

Team and Expert share any concluding thoughts.

NOTE

Given the significance of the Translate session, it’s essential to ensure every voice is heard. The facilitator should ensure that feedback is taken constructively, and the expert’s suggestions are integrated appropriately. It’s a midpoint recalibration, ensuring the team is on the right path towards innovation and excellence.

Thank you, everyone, for this enriching session. Let’s keep this momentum going!

Team and Expert share any concluding thoughts.
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